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With BlockID Workforce, AWS Users can finally say:
"IAM free from MFAs and other rotating access keys!"

No more login ID and password
Forget MFAs and rotating access keys on any AWS root account
Bypass email login instructions
Goodbye (complex) IAM password and permission policies
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For

Why AWS Needs BlockID Workforce

BlockID Workforce is your Contact-Free Authentication solution powered
by Biometrics and Blockchain, so you can verify the identity of anyone who
needs to access any AWS system and application.

Amazon Cognito provides authentication, authorization, and user management for the web and
mobile apps
Configure BlockID as a SAML 2.0 identity provider to work with federation for Amazon Cognito
user pools
During authentication, users are redirected to the BlockID login page and presented a QR code
Users scan the QR code using the BlockID Workforce application and provide their biometrics to
verify their identity
Once user Biometrics are successfully verified, BlockID POSTs the SAML assertion to the Amazon
Cognito service
After verifying the SAML assertion and collecting the user attributes (claims) from the assertion,
Amazon Cognito returns OIDC tokens to the app for the now signed-in user

Use BlockID Workforce to provide Contact-Free Authentication using Biometrics for Applications
using Amazon Cognito user pools

BlockID Workforce for Apps Using Amazon Cognito
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BlockID Workforce for Amazon EC2

Currently logging into Amazon EC2 instances requires a username and a password or use of
SSH keys, which are difficult and expensive to manage
Deploy BlockID PAM to Amazon EC2 instances to provide users with passwordless
authentication using SSH certificates
During initial enrollment, SSH certificates are issued to users by a trusted certificate authority
The public keys are stored on the Blockchain and private keys never leave the secure enclave
of BlockID's mobile device
During authentication, the Linux session displays a QR code for users to login
Users scan the QR code using the BlockID workflow application and provide their Biometrics to
verify their identity
Once user Biometrics are successfully verified, BlockID sends the identity of the user (SSH
certificate) and the signature which is encrypted with the users private key to the BlockID PAM
module
BlockID PAM then validates if the signature is valid and logs in the user
Once BlockID PAM establishes a device trust, authentication requests can be pushed to mobile
devices rather instead of scanning a QR code

Use BlockID Workforce to provide Contact-Free Authentication using Biometrics to Amazon EC2
instances

BlockID Workforce for AWS Management Console

Configure BlockID as a SAML 2.0 identity provider to provide federated access to AWS service
without having to create an IAM user for everyone in the organization
Register AWS as a service provider within BlockID Workforce
In the AWS IAM, register BlockID as an Identity Provider
During authentication, users are directed to the BlockID login page which displays a QR code
Users scan the QR code using the BlockID Workforce application and provide their Biometrics
to verify their identity
BlockID generates a SAML authentication response that includes assertions that identify the
user and include attributes about the user
The client browser is redirected to the AWS single sign-in endpoint and posts the SAML
assertion

Use BlockID Workforce to provide Contact-Free Authentication using Biometrics to the Amazon
Management Console
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BlockID Workforce for AWS Management Console - Continued

The endpoint requests temporary security credentials on behalf of the user and creates a
console sign-in URL that uses those credentials
AWS sends the sign-in URL back to the client as a redirect
The client browser is redirected to the AWS Management Console. If the SAML authentication
console includes attributes that map to multiple IAM roles, the user is first prompted to select
the role for accessing the console

BlockID Workforce for UNIX

BlockID generates and stores key pairs and provides a mechanism to delegate access to the
private key to computers running pam_blockid
The private key never leaves the phone and is securely stored and locked using the user’s
biometrics
Through a pairing procedure, BlockID creates a communication channel for pam_blockid to
send “signature requests”
BlockID prompts the user to provide their biometrics to unlock the keypair stored in the secure
enclave of the device, then cryptographically signs the requested data with the private key and
only sends the resulting signature back to pam_blockid
This communication channel is encrypted and signed with a session key established during the
pairing procedure. 
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